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Misfolding and aggregation of amyloid b1–42 peptide (Ab1–

42) play a central role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD). Targeting the highly cytotoxic oligomeric species

formed during the early stages of the aggregation process rep-
resents a promising therapeutic strategy to reduce the toxicity

associated with Ab1–42. Currently, the thioflavin T (ThT) assay

is the only established spectrofluorometric method to screen
aggregation inhibitors. The success of the ThT assay is that it

can detect Ab1–42 aggregates with high b-sheet content, such
as protofibrils or fibrils, which appear in the late aggregation

steps. Unfortunately, by using the ThT assay, the detection of
inhibitors of early soluble oligomers that present a low b-sheet

character is challenging. Herein, a new, facile, and robust

boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY) real-time assay suitable for
96-well plate format, which allows screening of compounds as

selective inhibitors of the formation of Ab1–42 oligomers, is re-
ported. These inhibitors decrease the cellular toxicity of Ab1–

42, although they fail in the ThT assay. The findings have been
confirmed and validated by structural analysis and cell viability

assays under comparable experimental conditions. It is demon-

strated that the BODIPY assay is a convenient method to
screen and discover new candidate compounds that slow

down or stop the pathological early oligomerization process
and are active in the cellular assay. Therefore, it is a suitable

complementary screening method of the current ThT assay.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating neurodegenerative

disease that leads to progressive cognitive decline, functional
impairment, and loss of independence.[1] The number of

people worldwide suffering from AD is expected to reach 75
million by 2030,[2] but no causative treatment exists for AD.

The search for small molecules that inhibit the aggregation of

the 42-residue amyloid b protein fragment (Ab1–42; Figure 1 A)
is still ongoing to find a therapy for AD. Ab1–42 spontaneously

self-associates into soluble oligomers and insoluble aggregates,
such as protofibrils and fibrils with high b-sheet content. It has

been recognized that small and soluble Ab1–42 oligomers are

particularly cytotoxic.[3–7] Thus, therapeutic strategies that inter-
vene in the early oligomerization process, rather than in the

later fibril formation step, have recently attracted attention.[8]

However, despite its therapeutic significance, the screening of

potential inhibitors of the early oligomerization process is still
challenging. The thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence assay is used

routinely to determine the influence of compounds on amyloid

aggregation kinetics.[9, 10] However, ThT only exhibits a substan-
tial fluorescence increase upon binding to b-sheet-rich amyloid

protofilaments and fibrils, but has low sensitivity to soluble
early-stage oligomers.[11–14] Molecules that do not show any ap-

parent inhibition of amyloid aggregation, according to the ThT
assay, are usually not considered for any subsequent testing. It

may be presumed that several lead compounds have been

discarded, although they would be capable of preventing the
formation of small cytotoxic oligomers. Conversely, a variety of

compounds that were effective inhibitors in the ThT assay
might have been evaluated for further preclinical trials, but

later were discontinued because they interfered with fibril for-
mation, but were ineffective at preventing the formation of cy-

totoxic oligomeric species.[15] Consequently, the improvement

of fluorescent probes to specifically detect oligomers is highly
relevant and, in particular, the development of new screening
assays specific for the early oligomerization process is of high
current interest.[16–20]

Herein, we report the development of a new real-time 96-
well plate assay based on a BODIPY dye that is applicable to

screen and discover new inhibitors of early Ab1–42 oligomeri-
zation, which fail to be discovered in the typical ThT assay. The
employed BODIPY dye, containing a triazole moiety (Fig-
ure 1 A), is a suitable probe for protein hydrophobicity and
amyloid conformational transitions, even at a low dye concen-

tration (0.53 mm).[16] The BODIPY real-time 96-well plate assay
combines high sensitivity towards Ab1–42 soluble oligomers

and statistical robustness of the kinetics curve obtained under

oligomerization conditions. By testing five designed inhibitors,
we were able to prove that the inhibitory activity detected by

the BODIPY assay perfectly correlated with reduced Ab1–42
toxicity on neuroblastoma cells. Furthermore, functional infor-

mation provided by the novel BODIPY assay could be correlat-
ed with structural information of the inhibition process.
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As a benchmark to compare BODIPY and ThT assays, we
tested 1 (Figure 1 B); this is an established potent inhibitor of

Ab cytotoxicity able to perturb Ab oligomer and fibril forma-
tion.[21] Furthermore, four newly designed peptides, 2–5 (Fig-

ure 1 B), were investigated as inhibitors of the formation of
toxic Ab1–42 oligomers by targeting the two Ab1–42 aggrega-

tion hot spots: KLVFF and GVVIA (Figure 1 A, in blue and red,
respectively). Our selection was based on previous evidence
that tetrapeptide derivatives of the C-terminal part of Ab (39–
42) acted as suitable inhibitors of Ab-induced toxicity, but
were poor inhibitors of fibril formation.[22–24] Three new penta-
peptide analogues of Ab (38–42) were synthesized (2–4) to

study whether the elongation of the sequence and/or the ste-
reochemistry of the amino acids could influence the inhibitory
activity. A glycine residue was additionally introduced to

impart flexibility and to generate an anchor site for conjuga-
tion. Furthermore, the peptide Ab (16–20), which corresponds

to the hydrophobic central region of Ab, plays an essential role
in Ab–Ab interactions because it binds to b sheets and nucle-
ates aggregation.[25–28] Therefore, the all-d-configured acetylat-
ed analogue, 5,[29] was also tested.

In general, reproducibility is difficult to achieve when meas-

uring and characterizing protein aggregation kinetics, mainly
due to the existence of different species whose composition

highly depends on the experimentally handling of amyloid
peptides.[30, 31]

The ThT assay of Ab1–42 routinely requires fast aggregation
conditions mainly allowing for the detection of fibrils, named

here as Protocol A (see the Supporting Information for experi-

mental details).[14] Under the same conditions, BODIPY detects
both soluble oligomers and protofibrils (Figure 2 A and Fig-

ure S1 A in the Supporting Information). BODIPY fluorescence
intensity already increases from the beginning of the kinetics,

whereas the ThT fluorescence is maintained stably low up to
8 h (known as lag phase). As shown previously,[32–34] under fast

aggregation conditions, reproducibility is still a challenge; this

is directly related to the difficulty of having Ab1–42 in a mono-
meric form at the beginning of the aggregation, the formation

of different species with different binding affinities for the dye,
and the precipitation of insoluble fibrils.[31]

In this context, a reconstitution protocol of Ab1–42 that
slows down the aggregation kinetics was developed, which is
referred to herein as Protocol B (see the Supporting Informa-

tion for experimental details). Under these slow aggregation
conditions, time-dependent Ab1–42 oligomerization was fol-
lowed by BODIPY or ThT dye in a 96-well plate setup and com-
pared. As expected, in the absence of fibrils, ThT fluorescence

remained low during this experimental phase (Figures 2 B and
S1 B, blue curve). Although both dyes showed an exponential

kinetic curve, the increase in the fluorescence in the case of

ThT was considerably lower than that of BODIPY (Figures 2 B
and S1 B, red curve). Thus, by using only the ThT assay, it is

challenging to compare between weak and potent inhibitors
of oligomerization. The small increase in the signal could be

associated to the fact that ThT fails to detect all types of oligo-
mers, especially those with low amounts of b sheets, as de-

scribed recently by Sang et al.[12] On the other hand, the fluo-

rescence intensity of BODIPY (Figures 2 B and S1 B, red curve)
showed a pronounced exponential kinetic curve, as character-

ized by an elongation slope between 0 and 4 h and a steady
state between 5 and 15 h (Figures 2 B and S1 B), followed by a

slight increase at 24 h (Figure S1 C). The higher detection sensi-
tivity of BODIPY is correlated not only to its higher receptive-

Figure 1. A) Primary sequence of Ab1–42 peptide: in color, the two “hot
spot” aggregation fragments ; chemical structure of the boron-dipyrrome-
thene (BODIPY) dye employed in this study. B) Molecular structures of inhibi-
tors of the Ab1–42 aggregation process: SEN304 (1)[1] and the four newly
designed peptides, 2–5, employed in this study.
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ness to hydrophobicity, but also to the b-sheet structure, as
described previously.[16] Three parameters can be derived from

the ThT and BODIPY fluorescence kinetic curves: t1/2, which is
defined as the time at which the fluorescence has reached
50 % of its maximum (as a measure of the process rate), the
slope of the elongation phase of the curve (as a measure of

the process rate), and F, which is the fluorescence value of the
final plateau and is assumed to depend on the number of ag-

gregates formed.

The presence of Ab1–42 oligomers up to 8 h was confirmed
by means of TEM analysis (Figure 3 A). The stability of oligo-

mers under the oligomerization protocol was also observed by
means of SDS-PAGE analysis,[21] even after heating in reducing

Laemmli buffer (Figures 3 B and S2). At the early time points (0
and 2 h), bands corresponding to residual tri- (&13.5 kDa),

tetra- (&18 kDa), and pentamers (&22.5 kDa) were still ob-

served, even under denaturing conditions. At the same time,
deca- (&45 kDa) and dodecamers (&54 kDa), which are impor-

tant in the etiology of AD,[35] were fainter than that of the
small, soluble oligomers, but, due to oligomerization, became

slightly stronger at 4 and 8 h (Figures 3 B and S2). Moreover,
time-dependent CD experiments confirmed the slow transition

from unordered to ordered oligomers in the first 3 h (Fig-
ure 3 C), as evident by the slow increase of the minima at l

&215 nm and the maxima at l= 195 nm until 7 h. An isodi-
chroic point was observed at l= 208 nm, which suggested a
two-state transition from random coil to b-sheet conformation
(Figure 3 C).[36] CD deconvolution with the algorithm BeSt-
Sel[37, 38] revealed an increase in the amount of b sheets within
1 h (Figures 3 D and S3). The ratio between b-sheet structure
and unordered conformation increased by 84 % for 5 h. The

antiparallel b-sheet structure, formed in the early oligomeriza-
tion phase, is the major component that tends to increase
during the first hour. Successively, the decrease in the antipar-
allel component is compensated for by an increase in the par-
allel one (Figure 3 D).

Based on the abovementioned results, we screened com-

pounds 2–5 as potential inhibitors of Ab1–42 aggregation
under the optimized experimental conditions in a 96-well
format (Figures 4 and S4). Protocol A, with the ThT assay,

was employed to screen the inhibition of fibril formation (Fig-
ures 4 A, C, and S4). On the other hand, to screen oligomeriza-

tion inhibitors, Protocol B and the BODIPY dye were used (Fig-
ures 4 B, D, and S5–S9). Each compound was tested at tenfold

excess (100 mm) and at a 1:1 ratio (10 mm). For both experi-

ments, the three valuable parameters (t1/2, the slope of the
curve, and F) for high-throughput screening were obtained

from the fluorescence curves and are compiled in Table 1. In
Figure 4, we present the two time-course fluorescence experi-

ments for compounds 1 and 2 with either ThT or BODIPY. As
expected, positive control 1 was active at both 10:1 and 1:1

ratios under both experimental conditions (Figures 4 A, B, S4,

and S5 A). For screening with the ThT assay (Protocol A), no sig-
nificant activity was observed for the C-terminal analogues 2
(Figure 4 C and Table 1) and 4 at both ratios (Figure S4), where-
as a slight delay of the aggregation in a concentration-depen-

dent manner was shown for the all-d-configured peptide 3
kinetic curve (Figure S4). Compound 5 proved to be a full in-

hibitor of fibril formation at a 10:1 ratio, whereas only a slight

delay of the kinetics was observed at a 1:1 ratio (Figure S4).
According to the ThT assay, the C-terminal fragments (2, 3, and

4) are not inhibitors, whereas compounds 1 and 5 are efficient
inhibitors of the fibril formation process (Table 1).

On the other hand, the BODIPY fluorescence assay revealed
that all designed peptides (2–5) interfered with early oligomer
formation, as summarized in Table 1. Compounds 2 (Fig-

ures 4 D and S5 B, Table 1) and 4 (Figure S6) are both able to
significantly reduce the BODIPY slope and fluorescence at 10:1
ratio, which indicates an inhibitory effect on the early oligome-
rization process. Importantly, only non-acetylated analogue 2
still showed a substantial reduction of the fluorescence intensi-
ty at 1:1 ratio (Figures 4 D and S5 B). An additional experiment

showed that the full inhibitory activity of 2 on the oligomeriza-
tion process was maintained at a 5:1 ratio (Figure S7). Penta-
peptide 3, which is the mirror image of 2, also suppressed oli-
gomer formation at a 10:1 ratio, but at a 1:1 ratio only a slight
inhibitory effect was observed (Figure S8). Non-acetylated de-

rivative 2 was more effective than that of its mirror image, 3,
and its acetylated analogue, 4. This differs from the ThT test, in

Figure 2. A comparison of BODIPY (red) and ThT (blue) fluorescence intensi-
ty over time in 96-well plate format in the presence of Ab1–42 (10 mm)
during either A) fibril formation (Protocol A) or B) oligomerization (Proto-
col B).The data are presented as normalized fluorescence net values. The
curves are represent the average of measurements made in triplicate from
two different experiments (for error bars, see Figure S1 A and B). For details,
see the Supporting Information.
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Figure 3. Time course of Ab1–42 (10 mm) oligomerization in 20 mm phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 (Protocol B). A) TEM images of Ab1–42 at initial
and final time points (8 h). B) SDS-PAGE results showing the presence of monomeric and different small oligomeric species of Ab1–42. C) Secondary structure
of Ab1–42 (25 mm) monitored by means of circular dichroism (CD). D) Estimated type of b-sheet structure content, by deconvolution of CD results with the
algorithm BeStSel.

Figure 4. Time-course fluorescence experiments with ThT (A and C; Protocol A: fibril formation) and BODIPY (B and D; Protocol B: oligomerization). Ab1–42
(10 mm) without inhibitors (red) and in the presence of compounds 1 or 2 at compound/Ab42 ratios of 10:1 (purple curve) and 1:1 (light blue curve). In all ex-
periments, the interactions of 1 or 2 with the fluorescent dyes in the absence of Ab42 are represented by a gray line. For experimental details and statistical
analysis, see the Supporting Information.
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which compound 3 was more active than that of the other
two. In summary, these results provide strong evidence that

the C-terminal fragments (2, 3, and 4) can inhibit and disrupt

the early oligomerization process of Ab1–42, but are not ade-
quate at reducing late fibril formation. A promising effect was

also observed for pentapeptide 5, which was revealed to be a
very potent inhibitor of the oligomerization process and of the

fibril formation. Compound 5 was able to almost fully suppress
BODIPY fluorescence intensity, and thus, to dramatically de-

crease early oligomerization at both 10:1 and 1:1 ratios (Fig-

ure S9).
To validate the screening results obtained by the BODIPY

assay, we tested the effective rescue of SH-SY5Y neuroblasto-
ma cells by using lead compounds 2, 4, and 5 in a 3-(4,5-dime-

thylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-
2H-tetrazolium (MTS) viability assay (Figure 5). Positive controls

1 and resveratrol were included because of their known ability

to rescue neuroblastoma cells from cytotoxic Ab1–42. The ad-
dition of compound 2 showed a protective effect on the cells

from cytotoxic Ab1–42 oligomers at both 5:1 and 1:1 ratios (2/
Ab1–42). The N-acetylated compound, 4, was active only at a
5:1 ratio, but the protective effect was lost at 1:1 ratio; this
indicated that 4 was less efficient than that of 2 at reducing

Ab1–42 toxicity. This result is in accordance with the BODIPY
assay, which shows the superiority of 2 over 4 at reducing the
formation of toxic early oligomers. Neither compound, if incu-
bated alone with cells at high concentration, showed any tox-
icity. The activity of 2 was very similar to that observed for

compounds 1 and 5, which were inhibitors of both oligomeri-
zation and fibril formation (Figure 4). This demonstrates that

the BODIPY assay is a valuable method for screening com-
pounds that are either specific inhibitors of the oligomerization
process or mixed inhibitors of both processes. Compound 1
was toxic itself to the SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells, although
this was not observed if Ab was present, which suggested that

its toxicity decreased upon interaction with Ab1–42. On the
contrary, compounds 2 and 5 did not show any toxicity if incu-

bated alone with cells. The protective effect of 2 was also com-
parable to that of resveratrol, which currently is in clinical

trials.[39, 40]

Finally, the behavior of lead compound 2 during the early
stages of Ab1–42 oligomerization was further investigated by

means of SDS-PAGE and CD spectroscopy analyses. In the SDS-
PAGE experiment, at a 5:1 ratio (compound 2/Ab1–42), a

change of the residual Ab1–42 oligomer distribution was ob-
served. It seems that 2 can reduce the formation of early oligo-

mers, such as tri-, tetra-, and pentamers, but promotes the for-

mation of species with a high molecular weight that, according

Table 1. Effects of compounds 1–5 on 10 mm Ab42 fibril formation and oligomerization, as assessed by ThT- and BODIPY-fluorescence spectroscopy, re-
spectively. Compounds were tested at compound/Ab42 ratios of 10:1 and 1:1 and compared with the values obtained for Ab1–42 alone (t1/2, F, and slope).

Fibril formation: Protocol A Oligomerization: Protocol B
Compound t1/2 extension/ F reduction Compound t1/2 extension/ F reduction Slope
(compound/Ab ratio) reduction[a] [%][b] (compound/Ab ratio) reduction[a] [%][b] reduction [%][c]

1 (10:1) n.a.[c] @85:2 1 (10:1) n.a. @75 @99
1 (1:1) n.a. @89:2 1 (1:1) n.a. @73 @95
2 (10:1) n.e.[d] n.e. 2 (10:1) n.a.[d] @81 @94

2 (5:1) n.a.[d] @82 @100
2 (1:1) n.e. n.e. 2 (1:1) r.a.[e] (from 110 min) @80 @9 (110 min)
3 (10:1) + 77:15 n.e. 3 (10:1) n.a. @78 @91
3 (1:1) + 39:36 n.e. 3 (1:1) r.a. (from 120 min) @47 + 8
4 (10:1) @16:8 @14:4 4 (10:1) n.a. @78 @95
4 (1:1) @15:10 @15:5 4 (1:1) n.e. @8 @15
5 (10:1) n.a. @85:2 5 (10:1) n.a. @86 @93
5 (1:1) + 154:23 n.e. 5 (1:1) n.a. @84 @94

See the Supporting Information for details of the calculation of [a] t1/2 extension, [b] F reduction, and [c] slope reduction. [d] n.a. : no aggregation. [e] r.a. : re-
duction of aggregation. [f] n.e. : no effect. Parameters are calculated from the mean curves, as derived by statistical analysis of data after triplicate measure-
ments for each condition and at least two independent experiments.

Figure 5. Cell viability assay results, representing the percentage of survival
observed for cells incubated without Ab42, with only inhibitors, and with
5 mm Ab1–42 with or without the different inhibitors. A statistically signifi-
cant difference between Ab42-treated cells with and without inhibitor is in-
dicated by * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, and *** p<0.001; n = 6 for each condition.
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to cell viability experiments, are not toxic to the cell (t = 0; Fig-
ure 6 A). The change in the oligomerization pathway, compared

to that of Ab1–42 alone (Figure 3 B), might be responsible for
the reduction of Ab1–42 toxicity. CD spectroscopy of Ab1–42

in the presence of 2 (Figure 6 B) indicates that 2 considerably
increases the ordered state of Ab1–42 from the early stages by

increasing, in particular, the b-sheet percentage (Figure S11).
This suggests that a subtle change in Ab1–42 conformation

may reduce its toxicity, as shown in the cellular experiments.
Further experiments will be performed to understand the

exact mechanism of inhibition.[41]

In conclusion, the real-time BODIPY assay is an efficient
method to monitor the early stages of Ab1–42 peptide oligo-

merization and to evaluate in vitro small peptide inhibitors of
the toxic Ab1–42 oligomerization pathway. In this regard, the

BODIPY assay proved suitable for the discovery of new, active
inhibitors of early oligomerization of Ab1–42, such as com-

pound 2, which did not interfere with the fibril formation pro-

cess, and thus, was missed in the routine ThT screening assay.
Importantly, the real-time BODIPY-binding 96-well assay is suit-

able for the routine screening of larger compound libraries be-
cause of the reproducibility and statistical robustness, as dem-

onstrated herein. Finally, our findings reveal that both screen-
ing methods are complementary to allow a more efficient

screening of inhibitors that actively interfere in Ab1–42 fibril
formation and/or oligomerization and are active in the subse-

quent cellular assay. Therefore, the implementation of the real-
time BODIPY assay may facilitate the discovery of lead com-

pounds that can selectively inhibit the early oligomerization of
Ab1–42.
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